Ba II 4554 Å speckle imaging as solar Doppler diagnostic
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Abstract. We present observations testing the Dopplergram capability of a narrow-band (80 mA) Lyot filter imaging the solar surface in the wings of the Ba II 4554 Å resonance line in combination with speckle reconstruction to obtain high angular resolution. The Ba II line is found to be an excellent tool for high-resolution Doppler mapping thanks to opacity insensitivity to temperature variations and line-width insensitivity to thermal broadening. The resulting Dopplergrams show concentrated downflows of 1.2–2.2 km s⁻¹ in intergranular lanes that probably mark magnetic fluxtubes. Two-wavelength profile sampling is found to suffice for high-resolution Dopplergram construction. The filter will be installed as part of a multi-wavelength speckle imaging system on the new Dutch Open Telescope.
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1. Introduction

There are different ways to obtain Dopplergrams (radial velocity maps) of structures in the solar photosphere with high angular resolution, each having advantages and disadvantages. Spectrographs yield full line-profile information for precise Dopplershift evaluation but require spatial scanning by the spectrograph slit to derive two-dimensional maps, implying loss of simultaneity across the solar scene and large sensitivity to seeing variations. Filtergraphs obtain full-field images per exposure but only for one spectral passband at a time, while at least two are needed to derive Dopplergrams through subtraction which is also very sensitive to seeing variations. Fabry-Perot interferometers permit rapid passband tuning across line profiles and presently present, in combination with image stabilization systems, the most popular solution for two-dimensional solar Doppler mapping (e.g. Bonaccini et al. 1989; Kneer 1997; Kentischer 1998), partly with application of deconvolution techniques (Hirzberger 2001). Subtractive multi-exit spectrometry (MSDP, Mein 1977, 1991) is a hybrid compromise between spectral and spatial resolution, trading most of one spatial dimension against multiple spectrograph passbands within a sufficiently wide spectral line. Fiber reformatting of a two-dimensional input field to a linear spectrograph slit seems attractive (Kucera 1999) but suffers from focal ratio degradation (Rutten 1999). The advent of adaptive optics on optical solar telescopes will enable both spectrometer slit scanning and Fabry-Perot passband scanning with real-time correction of seeing degradation, so that the solar change time across the angular resolution element becomes the main limitation.

This paper describes a test which combines the principal alternative to adaptive optics, namely post-detection speckle reconstruction, with a tunable Lyot filter selecting narrow passbands in a specific line, namely the Ba II resonance line at λ = 4554 Å. The test was done in the context of developing focal-plane instrumentation for the new Dutch Open Telescope (DOT) on La Palma (Hammerschlag & Bettonvil 1998; Rutten et al. 2001a). The DOT is presently being equipped with an advanced multi-wavelength imaging system (Sütterlin et al. 2001) that exploits the well-established speckle-masking image reconstruction technique (Weigelt & Wirnitzer 1983; Lohmann et al. 1983; von der Lühe 1993) for large-volume tomography of the solar atmosphere (Rutten et al. 2001b). The test described here evaluates Dopplergram extension to this system.

A major advantage of speckle imaging, which applies to sub-meter class telescopes such as the 45-cm aperture DOT, is that the full field is corrected for seeing degradation, not just the central isoplanatic patch. The field extent is therefore limited only by the camera...
chip. Combination of speckle reconstruction with narrow-band filter imaging enables the construction of full-field diffraction-limited Dopplergrams if sufficient specklegrams can be obtained within the solar change time.

A major advantage of the Ba II resonance line is that barium is a very heavy atom, making the thermal contribution to the Doppler width small. At high angular resolution much of the solar line structure that used to be parametrized as “non-thermal microturbulence” in classical plane-parallel line formation modeling does no longer act as line broadening but is actually resolved, making the non-thermal broadening contribution small as well. The resulting steepness of the line wings brings large Doppler sensitivity. Fortunately, the Ba II 4554 Å line does not get too narrow to accommodate a Lyot filter passband because it is split into fourteen isotope and hyperfine structure components (Rutten 1978). In the spatially-averaged solar spectrum the line has a wide asymmetric core (Fig. 3). In highly resolved observations the line wings steepen while the core retains its width.

An additional advantage of the Ba II 4554 Å line is that it is, like its atomic twin Ca II K, a resonance line from the ground state of the dominant ionization stage. The line strength is therefore insensitive to the radiative overionization which awkwardly affects the opacity of most atomic lines in the optical solar spectrum. This makes interpretation relatively straightforward. In standard modeling the core is formed at height \( h = 700 \) km with temperature sensitivity to the temperature minimum region (with lower temperature producing a deeper line, Sykorski & Merkulenko 1988). The wings are photospheric. The line has unusually high coherency in its inner wing scattering (Rutten 1978; Rutten & Milkey 1979; Uitenbroek & Bruls 1992) but this affects its formation only when observed close to the solar limb where the line has the highest linear polarization of the entire optical spectrum (J. Trujillo Bueno, private communication; Wiehr 1981). The main isotopic component has effective Landé factor \( g_{\text{eff}} = 1.16 \) and may be suited to Stokes polarimetry.

A narrow-band tunable birefringent Lyot filter to observe the sun in the Ba II 4554 Å line was built and used at the Irkutsk Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics in the early 1970’s by the third author and coworkers (Aleksandrovich et al. 1975; Skomorovsky et al. 1976) on the premise that this line resembles Ca II K in every
respect except elemental abundance so that it might be as useful a diagnostic of the upper photosphere as Ca II K is of the chromosphere. The filter has an extremely narrow bandwidth of only 80 mA and can also be tuned to H\beta.

2. Observations

The observations were done on July 15, 2000 with the Swedish Vacuum Solar Telescope (SVST) on La Palma during its last observing season. The DOT CCD camera (Hitachi KP-F1, 768×572 px) and data acquisition system (8-bit frame grabber running at 8 frames/s) were used instead of the slower Swedish telescope Megaplus camera system in order to obtain sufficient speckle frames with sufficient S/N per speckle burst. Figure 2 depicts the optical setup: the Ba II filter was put immediately after the prime focus. With the long focal length of the SVST (22 m) this is a close-to-telecentric configuration. A 2:1 reimaging adapted the image scale to the pixel size of the camera (8.3 μ) and increased the light level, improving S/N. The image scale (measured with a calibrated target in the prime focus) was 0′145/px, so that the diffraction limit of the 48 cm telescope (0′2) was not fully sampled.

The Irkutsk filter was manually tuned to the five wavelengths covering the Ba II line at 35 mA intervals as
indicated in Fig. 3. At each wavelength setting a speckle burst of 100 frames was taken within 12 s, well within the solar change time (30 s per 0′′.3 resolution at 7 km s$^{-1}$ sound speed). The exposure per speckle frame was 20 ms, sufficiently short to freeze atmospheric seeing but yet yielding sufficient S/N for speckle processing even with the 80 mA filter bandpass. A full scan covering the line with five sequential wavelength settings took approximately 130 s. Thirteen such scans were obtained during a 25-min period of fair-to-good seeing (Fried parameter $r_0 = 3-10.6$ cm).

The target was a part of active region AR 9077 at viewing angle $\cos \vartheta = 0.62$. The field of view is shown in Fig. 1. It contains sunspots with much highly-structured penumbra in the right-hand part, plage with small pores at center, and more or less quiet sun at left. The network boundaries in the left-hand part and the plage area at center contain numerous tiny bright points within the intergranular lanes. There are also areas of undisturbed granulation in the left-hand part.

3. Data reduction

The speckle bursts were processed by the speckle masking method (Weigelt & Wirnitzer 1983; von der Lühe 1984) using the Göttingen reconstruction code (de Boer 1996; Sütterlin & Wiehr 2000), producing one diffraction-limited image from each burst that is free of atmospheric disturbances. Each wavelength position so yielded a 25-min time sequence.

Since each five-wavelength scan through the line took about 130 s, the filtergrams of one scan cannot be used directly to derive Doppler velocities because the solar five-minute oscillation pattern changed in the meantime. Each of the five time sequences per wavelength position were therefore Fourier-filtered using a cone filter in $(k, \omega)$ space. The resulting filtered data cubes were then spatially aligned, resulting in a fourdimensional hypercube with two spatial axes, one wavelength axis, and one time axis.

4. Results

Figure 4 shows the speckle-reconstructed images resulting from one five-wavelength scan. The filtergrams in the two line wings are strikingly different. The last image shows granulation very pronouncedly, whereas it nearly vanishes in the second (upper right) image which displays many bright points of much smaller size. The active region at right also appears very differently in the
The area with normal granulation in the middle of the Dopplergram shows a general brightness enhancement, implying overall average downdraft – it is markedly dark in similar fashion in the inner red wing image in the lower-left panel of Fig. 4. The larger density of small downdrafts in this area is seen well in the upper-right panel of Fig. 4.

The pores in the plage area generally have adjacent high-speed downdrafts at small sites in their perimeter. The pores themselves contain lower-speed downdrafts in complex patterns.

The active region in the righthand part of Fig. 5 shows much filamentary contrast, indicating the presence of bidirectional mottle flows in alternating arrangement.

5. Discussion

The small bright specks in the intergranular lanes in Fig. 5 mark high-speed downdrafts ranging between 1.0 and 2.2 km s\(^{-1}\). Their average diameter is only 0\'\'34, not much larger than the resolution limit of our data. They often correspond to intergranular bright points in the intensity image in Fig. 1, but the latter contains also intergranular bright points without marked downdraft and some downdraft points correspond to dark points in the intergranular lanes.

Intergranular bright points are often called “network bright points” in the literature and become visible at sufficiently high angular resolution, in particular in the Fraunhofer G band around \(\lambda = 4305\ \text{Å}\) (e.g. Muller 1994; Title & Berger 1996), for example on recent DOT movies available at http://dot.astro.uu.nl. They mark magnetic concentrations that are believed to be the observational counterpart to the modeller’s fluxtubes. In numerical simulations and also in empirical magnetostatic modeling from Stokes profiles, these fluxtubes harbor fast downdrafts in their immediate surroundings (e.g. Steiner et al. 1998). It may be that the intergranular downdrafts seen here mark such steady downflows adjacent to quasi-static fluxtubes. It is also possible that they mark more dynamical downdrafts as may occur in convective collapse. The fact that some of the intergranular bright points in Fig. 1 coincide with large downdraft in the Doppler map in Fig. 5 while other bright points do not calls for combination of high-resolution Doppler maps as presented here with simultaneous and cospatial high-resolution G-band imaging in long-duration time sequences.
With respect to measurement technique it is of interest to add that we have also produced Dopplershift maps using only the pair of inner red and blue line-wing images by evaluating the ratio

\[ V = \frac{I_{\text{left}} - I_{\text{right}}}{I_{\text{left}} + I_{\text{right}}} \]  

(1)

for every spatial pixel. Dopplershift determinations with such simple algorithms often meet problems caused by seeing changes, insufficient angular resolution, or intrinsic spatial variation of the line-profile shape. We find that using the Ba II 4554 Å line with its largely temperature-insensitive profile and with our spatial resolution of 0′3 and consistent removal of temporal seeing variations, the two methods produce essentially identical results. Figure 7 quantifies this good correspondence in the form of a scatter plot comparing the two evaluations per pixel, and adds a theoretical curve computed from the disk-center atlas profile on the assumption of Gaussian-shaped filter transmission at the nominal 80 mÅ bandpass halfwidth. The empirical scatter cloud and the prediction correspond very well, implying that two-wavelength sampling suffices for Ba II 4554 Å Dopplergram construction. This is a welcome finding since less wavelength sampling permits faster Dopplergram acquisition cadence.

6. Conclusion

Our test demonstrates that the Ba II 4554 Å line offers an excellent diagnostic to measure Doppler velocities from narrow-band filtergrams combined with speckle restoration. The quality and resolution of the resulting Dopplergrams, as illustrated in Fig. 5, is so high that permanent installation of the Irkutsk filter in the new DOT secondary optics system is a desirable option. An accommodation study has shown that, even though the filter is large and heavy, it can be mounted at the top of the DOT using a telecentric re-imaging configuration that maintains optical quality at the diffraction limit at the 4554 Å wavelength. The present aim is to implement Ba II Doppler mapping as a standard part of multi-channel high-resolution observing with the DOT, including simultaneous G-band imaging. A high-resolution polarimetry test of this line will also be of interest.
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